INTRODUCTION 21
the region on the left moved downward, and vice versa. This "balanced" design enabled us to minimize 67 the possible effects of response bias (see Discussion). Each noise dot could take any of 16 directions 68 (nearby directions differing by 22.5 deg) with uniform probability. There were 30 dots in total for each 69 motion probe. Of these, 7.9±2.8 (mean ± SD across observers) were signal dots. When dots reached the 70 edge of the center region they were wrapped around to the opposite side of the region along the same 71 motion trajectory. Dots within the surround region moved in the same direction on both sides of 72 fixation. Each trial could take any of the following three surround configurations (randomly chosen with 73 equal probability on every trial): 1) no moving surround, i.e. surround dots remained static; 2) upward 74 moving surround; 3) downward moving surround. When surround dots moved, they did so at 4.1 deg/s 75 (like center dots). 76 77 Peripheral task 78 79 Observers were instructed to fixate the central cross and, following each trial, to press one of two 80
buttons to indicate which of the two possible signal configurations were presented: either (1) signal dots 81 moved upward within the region on the left and signal dots moved downward within the region on the 82 right or (2) signal dots moved downward within the region on the left and signal dots moved upward 83 within the region on the right. Their response triggered the next presentation after a random interval 84 uniformly distributed between 150 and 300 ms. This task was worded in the following terms: press 1 for 85 left or 2 for right to indicate the side where you saw predominantly downward motion, being aware that 86
Identical to the peripheral stimulus except for the following: 1) instead of presenting a stimulus on the 104 left and one on the right of fixation, they were presented in temporal succession (0.5 s inter-stimulus 105 gap) and centered at fixation; 2) the center region was much smaller (0.31 deg diameter), which we 106 achieved by a combination of reduced physical stimulus size and increased viewing distance (228 cm as 107 opposed to 57 cm for peripheral viewing); 3) the surround region was also smaller (2.1 deg diameter); 4) 108 the center contained 12 dots, of which 4.6±1.7 were signal dots; 5) dot speed was reduced to 1 deg/s. 109 110 Foveal task 111 112 Identical to the peripheral task, except observers were now asked to choose between interval 1 and 113 interval 2, rather than between left and right sides of fixation (we opted for this design because it 114 allowed us to use a center-surround configuration that was almost identical between peripheral and 115 foveal conditions). We collected an average of ~800 trials per observer (X10 observers). All participants 116 were naïve except for S3. 117 we subdivided the center region of the stimulus into 5 annuli of equal area (diagram in Figure 5A ) and 128 derived perceptual filters separately for each annulus. We then computed the root-mean-square overall 129 modulation of the tuning function for each annulus as 2 P(d) where is used to indicate mean across
Directional gain 133 134
If f s is the directional tuning function for static surround, and f m for moving surround, directional gain g 135
is defined as f m =g×f s +s, i.e. it is the slope of the best-fitting line (Treue & Martínez-Trujillo, 1999; Neri, 136 2006 We performed a series of double-pass experiments in which the same set of stimuli is presented twice 141 and the % of same responses to the two sets (termed consistency) is computed (Neri and Levi, 2006) . 142
We ran 100-trial blocks (like in the main experiment) during which observers were not aware of any 143 difference with respect to blocks for the main experiment. In double-pass blocks, the second half of 50 144 trials showed the same stimuli presented during the first half of 50 trials, but in randomly permuted 145 order. Consistency, in combination with % correct, can be used to estimate internal noise in units of 146 external noise SD provided certain assumptions about the underlying statistics and a signal detection 147 model of observer choice (see Burgess and Colborne (1988) for details). We collected an average of 148 ~480 trials per observer. We were only able to perform these measurements on a subset of our original 149 sample (3 observers for the peripheral condition and 8 for the foveal condition) because some observers 150 were unavailable at the time we carried out the double-pass experiments. 151
152
Modeling 153 154 S i t (d) refers to the stimulus (signal+noise) within the region containing the target t (30 dots of which 8 155 were signal dots as for average of the human observers). The output of the preferred-direction receptive 156 field (RF) for this stimulus is o i p = S i t (d)·f p (d)+ε, the dot product with the preferred (same as target) 157 direction filter f p =k p G(d t ) plus an internal Gaussian noise source (SD 0.057 based on piloting). Similarly 158 for o i a , the output of the antipreferred-direction RF f a =k a G(d nt ). G(μ) is an even Gabor function centered 159 on direction μ (d t is target direction and d nt is non-target direction) with 67.5 deg SD for the Gaussian 160 envelope and 225 deg period of the sinusoidal carrier (shown in Figure 1D ). The response to the 161 stimulus is simply r i t = o i p -o i a (neuron/antineuron decision variable). The model responded correctly on 162 trial i when r i t >r i nt (where r i nt is the response to the stimulus containing the non-target) and incorrectly 163 otherwise. Gain constants k p and k a were both set =1 to simulate the static surround condition. When the 164 surround moved in the target direction, k p =0 and k a =1; when in the non-target direction, k p =1 and k a =0. Observers were asked to select one of two stimuli that appeared on opposite sides of fixation (spatial 2-171 alternative forced choice). Both stimuli contained moving dots within a circular region (indicated by red 172 circle in Figure 1A ), a percentage of which were 'noise' dots while the remaining ones were 'signal' 173 dots. In the 'target' stimulus ( Fig Figure 1 ). We then applied psychophysical reverse correlation to recover 177 directional tuning functions, an example of which is shown by the black data points in Figure 2A combined to obtain the tuning function shown in A). We symmetrically averaged directions off vertical 180 and horizontal (i.e. we averaged ↑+π/8 with ↑-π/8, ↑+ π/4 with ↑-π/4, ↑+3 π/2 with ↑-3 π/2, ↓+π/8 with 181 ↓-π/8, ↓+ π/4 with ↓-π/4, ↓+3 π/2 with ↓-3 π/2) because (as expected) no significant asymmetries were 182 observed. In line with our previous work (Neri & Levi, 2008a) there is a positive peak at target direction 183 and a negative peak at the opposite (nontarget) direction. 184
We repeated this measurement in the presence of a moving surround (the extent of which is 185 indicated by dashed circles in Figure 1A ). The surround moved in the same direction on both sides of 186 fixation. On different trials, this could be the target direction (red arrows in Figure 1A ) or the nontarget 187 direction (blue arrows). As shown by the red and blue data points in Figure 2 , the presence of the 188 surround substantially modified the resulting directional tuning functions. More specifically, directional 189 tuning is flattened within the region corresponding to the direction of the surround. This is the main 190 finding of the present study. 191
There is an obvious symmetric structure in Figure 2 , which is not surprising given the symmetry 192 of the task itself. Because both target and nontarget contained a signal, and because it took opposite 193 directions in the two stimuli, it is reasonable to expect that observers used two motion detectors to 194 perform the task: one selective for the direction of the target, and one selective for the direction of the 195 nontarget. The final response would be based on the difference between the outputs from the two 196 detectors, thus generating a directional tuning curve where the right-hand side (centred on the nontarget 197 direction) is an inverted image of the left-hand side (centred on the target direction), as observed for the 198 black data points in Figure 2 . Similarly, we expect that the two types of surround we used would impact 199 the directional tuning curves in such a way that the right-hand side for one surround type (e.g. blue 200 trace) would be an inverted image of the left-hand side for the other surround type (e.g. red trace), as we 201 observed for red and blue data points in Figure 2 . 202
We exploited this symmetry in Figure 3A (main panel), which was obtained from the data in 203 Figure 2A . More specifically, the black trace in Figure 3A was obtained by averaging left-hand and 204 right-hand sides of the black trace in Figure 2A , after inverting the sign of the right-hand side. The blue 205 trace was obtained by averaging the left-hand side of the blue trace in Figure 2A with the right-hand side 206 of the red trace in Figure 2A , after inverting the sign of the latter. Finally, the red trace was obtained by 207 averaging the left-hand side of the red trace in Figure 2A with the right-hand side of the blue trace in 208 Figure 2A , after inverting the sign of the latter. Notice therefore that, although black in Figure 3A is 209 directly related to black in Figure 2A , the red and blue traces in Figure 3A were obtained by mixing the 210 red and blue traces in Figure 2A so the correspondence is not immediate. 211
The small panels next to Figure 3A show individual data for the 6 different observers (after 212 symmetric averaging). We found a significant degree of variability across observers, making it difficult 213 to draw conclusions from simply inspecting individual directional functions. For this reason, we 214 performed additional analyses that captured the main features of these functions, and quantified each 215 feature using a single value for each perceptual filter. This enabled us to perform simple population 216 statistics in the form of paired t-tests across observers, and confirm or reject specific hypotheses about 217 the overall shape of the directional functions. Note that our analyses are: 1) based on raw data, not on 218 smoothed data; 2) based on individual observer analysis, not on observer averages. These issues are very 219 relevant to noise image classification analysis, because there is no generally accepted way of averaging 220 data across observers, and any such averaging scheme is subject to pitfalls (see Neri and Levi (2008b) 221 for a detailed discussion of this issue). 222
223

Surround effects on directional gain 224 225
The data in Figure 3A can be summarized as follows: the surround has little effect on directional tuning 226 in the opposite direction (blue trace), but essentially abolishes tuning in the same direction (red trace). 227
To capture this effect, we measured the multiplicative scaling factor that is applied to the black trace in 228 order to obtain the other two traces. This quantity is termed directional gain (see Methods) and is plotted 229 in Figure 4A , where gain for the blue traces in Figure 3 is plotted on the x axis while gain for the red 230 traces in Figure 3 is plotted on the y axis. No effect corresponds to gain = 1. Data points for individual 231
observers (black open symbols) show that directional gain was not different from 1 (t-test p=0.44) for significantly smaller than 1 (p<0.005) for directional tuning in the same direction as the surround (red 234 traces in Figure 3 ). Both effects are clear for the aggregate observer, indicated by the solid black symbol 235 in Figure 4A : this point falls near the vertical dashed line (gain = 1 for opposite direction) and near the 236 horizontal solid line (gain = 0 for same direction). 237
The visible spread in Figure 4A shows that, as previously noted, we found significant variability 238 across observers. Can these differences stem from individual task strategies? We think this unlikely. 239
First, we did not find significant bias for one side of the display over the other in the peripheral 240 Figure 3A may be broader or 252 narrower than the black trace. To test this possibility we measured half-width at half-height for the black 253 traces in Figure 3A and plotted them on the x axis in Figure 4B , versus the same measure for the blue 254 traces on the y axis (width is appropriately defined as half-width at half-height after rescaling the curve 255 to its maximum and minimum values; see McAdams and Maunsell (1999) for why this is the correct 256 way to calculate width). The surround had no significant effect on tuning width (paired t-test p=0.64), 257
i.e. black symbols fall on the diagonal unity line. We conclude that the presence of the surround had no 258 effect on directional tuning for the opposite direction, in the same way that it did not affect gain. It was 259 not possible to carry out the same analysis on directional tuning for the same direction, as the 260 corresponding directional tuning curves (red traces in Figure 3A) were too flat to yield any reliable 261 estimate of width. Finally, the width estimates reported here overlap closely with our independent 262 estimate from previous work (Neri & Levi, 2008) indicated by the grey bar in Figure 4B . 263 target region (red circles in Figure 1A ). However, it is possible that observers were processing only dots 268 closer to the edge or closer to the centre of this region, and/or that the effect of the surround was most 269 pronounced for the former than for the latter (or vice versa). To study the spatial distribution of these 270 effects within the circular target region, we derived directional tuning functions for dots within different 271 annuli centered on the stimulus (diagram in Figure 5A ) and computed the overall modulation of the 272 tuning function for each annulus (see Methods). 273 Figure 5A shows modulation for different annuli, from center (indicated by 0 on the x axis) to 274 edge (indicated by 4 on the x axis). There was a small effect of larger modulation within the central 275 annulus (black trace), but it was not significant across observers. In general, we found that modulation 276 was more or less uniform across the target region. We then focused on the effect of same-direction 277 surround, shown in Figure 5A by the gray trace. The aggregate data suggest that gain reduction by 278 same-direction surround may be more pronounced within the central annulus than at the edge (compare 279 black with gray trace). We therefore analyzed this effect further by taking the ratio between modulations 280 with static surround (black) and those with moving surround (gray). Figure 5B plots this modulation 281 ratio for the central ring (0) on the x axis versus the edge ring (4) on the y axis, for all observers (open 282 black symbols). Although there was a significant degree of variability across observers, the modulation 283 ratio for ring 0 was significantly smaller than for ring 4 (black points fall above the unity line, paired t-284 test returns p<0.01). This result suggests that the effect of gain reduction by the surround was most 285 pronounced within the central region of the target stimulus, or possibly only present within this region 286 given that modulation ratios were different from 1 for ring 0 (points fall to the left of vertical dashed 287 line, p<0.05) but not for ring 4 (points fall on the horizontal dashed line, p = 0.28). 288 289 Surround effects on overall performance 290 291 As expected from the task symmetry discussed earlier, the percentage of correct responses (% correct) 292 was similar for both directions of the surround: this quantity is plotted in Figure 6A on different axes for 293 the two directions, and black points fall on the unity line (p=0.1). We therefore averaged the two values, 294 and plotted them on the y axis in Figure 6B versus % correct for static surround on the axis. Clearly, the 295 presence of a moving surround significantly reduced performance (black points fall below the unity line, 296 p<0.02). 297
We were also interested in whether learning occurred during the experiments, particularly 298 because it is conceivable that the effect on performance caused by the moving surround may have 299 diminished as observers learned to perform the task more efficiently. Figure 6C plots % correct for 20 300 different epochs across observers (we first computed 20 values for each observer by dividing his/her 301 dataset into 20 sequential chunks containing the same number of trials each, and then averaged the 20 302 values across all observers). There was a modest degree of learning, both for moving (solid) and static 303 (open) surround: linear fits (solid black line for moving surround and dashed line for static surround) 304 return a positive slope, but the effect is small. Importantly, the difference in performance between the 305 two conditions was present throughout data collection. Note that our choice of SNRs delivered an 306 optimal range of performance for noise image classification (Murray et al., 2002; 75% is indicated by 307 the horizontal dotted line). 308
309
Surround effects on internal noise 310 311 Some aspects of our results may be explained by a non-specific increase in task difficulty: for example 312 it may be that observers are put off by the disruption caused by a moving surround and respond more 313 randomly on those trials. The surround would then cause observers' responses to be decorrelated with 314 the dot motions in the stimulus, which may explain the drop in performance detailed in the previous 315 section (and documented in Figure 6 ). This hypothesis can also be rephrased as an increase in system 316 internal noise, which may lead to a reduction in the gain of the derived sensory filters (Ahumada, 2002) 317 although it does not explain why we did not observe a similar reduction for both same and opposite 318 directions (see Discussion). 319
To address this issue with data we performed a series of double-pass experiments where 320 observers were presented with the same stimulus twice (see Methods). The percentage of trials on which 321 they give the same response to both presentations of the same stimulus is termed consistency (Neri and 322 Levi, 2006) All the data presented so far was collected in the periphery. A relevant question is whether the same 332 effects apply to the fovea, as there are important differences between these two neural structures in vision, and weak or absent in the fovea (Levi, 2008). We therefore repeated our experiments in the fovea 335 using a 2 interval forced choice (2IFC) protocol (instead of the 2AFC protocol used for the periphery). 336
Apart from a few relatively unimportant differences, the results were essentially identical to those 337 obtained in the periphery (compare panels A (periphery) with panel B (fovea) in Figure 3 , and black 338 symbols (periphery) with red symbols (fovea) in Figures 4-7) . The only difference was in relation to the 339 spatial distribution of surround inhibition. While we found a degree of anisotropy for the peripheral 340 targets (detailed above), no significant anisotropy was found for the fovea (red points are not 341 significantly above the unity line in Figure 5B , p = 0.1). However this spatial analysis did not show any 342 significant effect of surround inhibition at all (red points are neither significantly below the horizontal 343 dashed line (p = 0.29), nor significantly to the left of the vertical dashed line (p = 0.1) in Figure 5B ). It is 344 therefore possible that when the foveal data was split into different target subregions, the amount of data 345 per subregion did not carry sufficient statistical power and potentially existing effects may have gone 346 We designed our experiments to maximize the potential for observers to ignore the surround. First, 353 observers were explicitly instructed to do so, and were told that the surround provided no useful 354 information for performing the task (this was obvious anyway because surround motion was the same 355 on both sides). Second, the surround was clearly demarcated from the center by a red outline (see Figure  356 1A): there was no ambiguity as to which part of the display was relevant (center) and which was 357 irrelevant (surround). Third, the overall design was fully symmetric, thus minimizing response bias. Our 358 study differs methodologically from previous studies mainly in relation to these three issues. stimulus provided useful information for performing the task, thus observers may have attended to its 366 full extent when producing the psychophysical response. There was no explicit distinction between 367 center and surround, either in the stimulus or in the instructions given to the observers. It remains 368 possible that had observers been instructed to ignore the stimulus outside a clearly defined region, their 369 sensitivity would not have dropped with stimulus size in the experiments of Tadin et al (2003) . Our 370 experiments were designed, among other things, to address this question directly. Our results indicate 371 that, at least for the stimulus parameters we tested, the surround could not be ignored despite being 372 clearly labelled ( Figure 1A) , explicitly presented to the subjects as irrelevant and to-be-ignored, and 373 detrimental to their performance ( Figure 6B ) under trial-by-trial feedback conditions. Moreover, the 374 deleterious effect of the surround persisted over thousands of trials (Fig. 6C) . 375
In a subsequent study, Tadin et al (2006) manipulated center and surround independently. 376 Similar to us, they found that the surround affected performance despite the fact that observers could 377 potentially ignore it. A technical issue with their study is that they used a one-interval direction 378 discrimination task (not a 2-alternative forced-choice task). In general, their design would not be subject 379 to bias because observers can be assumed to show no preference between leftward and rightward 380 motion. In the presence of a directional surround, however, this assumption may not be valid. For 381 example, it is conceivable that when the surround is predominantly moving leftward, observers may be 382 biased toward reporting leftward (or rightward) motion, and this could in turn lead to an apparent drop 383 in sensitivity. We are not suggesting that this was the case. In fact our data support their results and 384 indicate that it probably was not, but this is potentially an issue that needed clarification. Our design 385 excludes bias of this kind. If observers were biased to report downward over upward (or vice versa) 386 when the surround was moving downward, this bias would apply equally to both stimuli on both sides 387 of fixation, factoring out bias in their final response. 388 389
Gating of same-direction signals by the surround 390 391
The most significant effect induced by the moving surround was the gain reduction for directional 392 signals tuned to the same direction as the surround itself (Figure 2A) . The gain reduction is not 393 particularly surprising given existing electrophysiological evidence (Allman et al., 1985; Born and 394 Bradley, 2005); however, the quantitative extent of the reduction is surprising: gain is not simply 395 reduced, it is silenced ( Figure 4A ). As a consequence, the tuning curves are flat and directional tuning is 396 abolished (Figures 2-3) . Such a pronounced gain reduction is rarely observed in single neurons, so the 397 perceptual read-out must take place after a threshold nonlinearity is applied along the sensory processing 398 pathway. Alternatively, suppression may not have been complete but our measurements were unable to 399 resolve the residual gain signal; we cannot exclude this possibility as our experiments are obviously 400 limited in the amount of data we can collect. What we can say is that suppression was strong enough 401 that, given the resolution of our measurements and experimental protocols, it was indistinguishable from 402 complete suppression. 403
To illustrate our interpretation of the results we implemented the simplest possible model that 404 could account for our results. In this model, motion signals within the stimulus center are linearly 405 weighted by the preferred directional filter shown in Figure 1D (inside the red circle), as well as by the 406 anti-preferred filter (i.e. preferring the opposite direction). The difference between the outputs from the 407 two filters is the response to the center (after the addition of late additive internal noise, see Methods). 408
This procedure is applied to both left and right stimuli. The stimulus associated with the largest response 409 is chosen as the target. When the surround is static, preferred and anti-preferred filters have equal gain. 410
When the surround moves, the gain of the filter that prefers the direction of the surround is set to 0. We 411 challenged this model with the stimuli used for the human observers and derived the associated sensory 412 filters, indicated by shaded regions in Figure 2 . It is clear that the model captures the experimental 413 results remarkably well, not just in the shapes of the tuning curves, but, also in relation to performance 414 (magenta points in Fig. 6A-B) . 415
It must be emphasized that our model involves divisive and not subtractive inhibition: if the 416 response of a directional filter is g×f+s (where f is a normalized tuning function, g is gain and s is 417 baseline response), our model involves a change in g not s (see Methods). Subtractive effects are 418 immaterial to our 2AFC design: if the surround subtracts a signal from the center, it will do so equally 419 on both intervals. Because the final decision is based on the relative difference between the responses to 420 the two intervals, any subtractive effect cancels out and does not affect the final choice made by the 421 observer (similarly to bias). This distinction bears on the possibility that induced motion played a role in 422 our experiments. In the context of our model, induced motion would involve an additive increase of the 423 response for the induced filter (a change in the value of s), and possibly a subtractive decrease of the 424 response for the opposite-direction filter. These effects may be operating under the conditions of our 425 experiments, but our protocol does not allow us to measure them, and most importantly they do not 426 explain our results as they predict no effect on gain. A similar logic applies to a potential role for eye 427 movements in our experiments: if the effect of eye movements is modelled as induced motion, it plays 428 no net role in our experiments. Additionally we note that our stimuli were relatively brief (<1/3 second) 429 so as to minimize a potential role for eye movements, and that our results were very similar between 430 fovea and periphery despite significant differences in stimulus configuration and AFC design (spatial 431 versus temporal). Eye movement patterns may be expected to differ significantly between the two sets 432 of experiments, yet we observed no difference in the overall results.
internal noise (however the introduction of internal noise was necessary for an accurate simulation of 436 the results ranging from the details of the directional tuning functions (Figure 2A ) to overall 437 performance ( Figure 6A-B) ). The issue of internal noise relates to the possibility that our results may be 438 explained by the moving surround causing observers' responses to be decorrelated with the dot motions 439 in the stimulus, as already discussed in the Results section. Our simulations indicate that this is unlikely. 440 However, aside from the modelling considerations, we can exclude this interpretation based on the result 441 that although there was a complete gain reduction for same-direction motion signals (which in principle 442 may be consistent with complete decorrelation of observers' responses), there was no concomitant 443 change in gain for the opposite direction. Because directional filters were derived from the same noise 444 fields on the same trials, simple response decorrelation would predict a significant gain reduction for 445 both motion directions, contrary to what we observed. Finally, we empirically estimated late internal 446 noise using a double-pass technique (see Methods) and confirmed that this source of decorrelation was 447 not affected by the moving surround (Figure 7) . 448
One aspect of the model appears inconsistent with existing evidence, namely the Mexican-hat 449 shape of the front-end directional filter ( Figure 1D by overlapping profiles from the two opposite directions (they cancel each other out). The flanks are 456 exposed here because we silenced one of the two filters via surround inhibition, allowing us to measure 457 the other filter in isolation. With relation to the physiology, we speculate that the sensory filter we 458 estimated psychophysically may derive from the combination of two unimodal tuning functions with 459 different degrees of directional tuning, the less-tuned subtracted from the more finely tuned in the 460 fashion of a Difference-of-Gaussian (DOG) model. This interpretation allows us to reconcile the present 461 findings with the tuning functions recorded from single neurons in MT, but there is no evidence to either 462 prove or disprove it at this stage. Alternatively, because Mexican-hat directional tuning has been 463 reported across the V1 neuronal population (see 
